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THE INTELLIGENT NE1WORKTM 1, 
phone 1.252.638-7000IWheatNetIP.com j sales@wheaStone.com 

No matter how well you maintain your life, there are bound to be ups and 
downs. Of course, just by selecting WheatNet-IP, you're already practicing 
the best possible regimen of preventative medicine. Its robust architecture 
and hyper-intelligence ensure that it's out there racing to the finish line, 
every minute of every day. Each BLADE (what we call our super smart 
nodes) knows the full configuration of its network, ensuring there is no 
single point of failure. And while all networks have a backup system, we 
go way beyond that: WheatNet-IP offers as many points of recovery as 
you have BLADES in your system. 

But, every now and then., something MAY happen that might call for the 
replacement of a BLADE. In the exceptionally unlikely event that a BLADE 
should fail, just plug an alternate in and you are up and running. Since 
each BLADE has the entire WheatNet-kP Intelligent Network's configuration 
embedded in its DNA, the new BLADE inherits its function immediately 
and you are back up and running. Pretty cool, eh? 
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When it comes to audio, a quick, 

accurate and intuitive way to know 

what's happening is essential for a 

successful result. That's where 

SAM comes in. 
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The Stereo Audio Monitor (SAM) is a stereo level and phase meter that incorporates 

Single Stereo Display* technology..SAM provides a visual indication of the levels and phase 

relationships of a stereo audio signal.The unit indicates the usual Left and Right channel 

levels, and also displays the Sum and Difference components of the stereo signal. 

SAM's dual tri-colored Single Stereo Displays show this information in an intuitive and 

easy-to-comprehend format. Both analog and AES/EBU digital signals can be monitored 

with SAM. Its compact size allows monitoring three stereo audio sources in only i RU of 

your valuable rack space. 

Slip SAM into your audio chain and see what you've been missing. 

("Patent pending) 

WE BUILD SOLUTIONS. 
DIGITAL SOLUTIONS. ANALOG SOLUTIONS. FUNCTIONAL. RELIABLE. AFFORDABLE. 
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Visit www.henryeng.com for all of Henry's solutions! 

Henry Engineering • 5o3 Key Vista Drive, • Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA 
T: 626.355.3656 • F: 626.355.0077 • email,: Info@henryeng.com 
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Bridge- IT IP audio codec in the studio 

Report- IT & Bridge-IT now support Multiple Languages 

English, French, Spanish, Portuguese 

A truly mobile remote broadcast solution your talent and bean counters will love. Report- IT 
Enterprise for iPhone is a live IP audio codec and digital audio recorder in one neat, simple App. 
Connect live to a Bridge- IT IP audio codec in the studio and streamline your remote workflow. 

Over 5000 downloads since July 2010 
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Comrex Celebrates 50 Years 
Company employees and invited guests gathered on a Friday afternoon in 
New England. 

IBiquity Launches Incentive Program for Radio Sellers 
Stations using HD Radio multicasts in advertising programs can reap a reward. 

FCC Releases Five Media Ownership Research Studies 
The five studies were conducted by outside researchers and examine a range of issues 
that affect diversity, competition and localism. 

Assistance Sought in Fighting Radio 
Automation System Lawsuit 

Computer-based radio automation manuals and documentation from 1992 and 1993 are sought to contest a legal claim. 

HD Radio Becomes Official Digital Broadcast Standard in Mexico 
COFETEL originally recommended the IBOC standard in February 2011, but the recommendation then required the 
approval of the Mexican government's Commission for Better Regulation. 

National EAS Test to be Held Nov. 9, 2011 
FCC Public Safety and Homeland Security Bureau Chief Jamie Barnett noted that the test is essential to testing the 
effectiveness of the Emergency Alert System. 
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enter to win 

Hosa HDC-800 
headphones. 

Enter by August 10. Send your entry to 

radio@RadioMagOnline.com 
Include your name, job title, company name, 

mailing address and phone number. 

www.hosatech.corn 

No purchase necessary. 
For complete rules go to RadioMagOnline.com 

2011 Radio Show Engineering 
Program Announced 
A series of tutorials and presentations cover the challenges of 
creating, operating and maintaining a modern radio facility. 

Rep. Stearns Intros Bill to Enhance 
FCC Tech Expertise 

H.R.2102 was introduced by Rep. Cliff Stearns as a 
companion bill to 5.611. 

Site Features 
Pick Hits Videocasts 

Watch demonstrations of the top 15 new products chosen by 
the Pick Hits panel from the 2011 NAB Show. 

Newsletters Have the Latest Information 
The Currents Online email is delivered weekly, while Digital 
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month. Subscribe today. 

Advertiser Links 
Web links to the advertisers in the July issue are posted for 
your convenience. 
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The Radio magazine Industry Events 
section lists upcoming conventions and 
conferences. 
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JetStream MINI IP Audio Networking System 

Logitek Jetstream IP audio networking is smart and our lineup of 

surfaces gives you more choices. JetStream MINI covers all your console 

and routing options whether it's for a large standalone console, 

a smaller desktop control surface or aspace-saving virtud controller. 

You decide what's best for your operation.With JetStream IP 

audio networking, it's all about smart choices. 

Next generation 'smart' IP audio. JetStream supports the 

latest IP and Ethernet protocols for affordable, 

easy and ultra-fast audio networking. 

More I/O choices for all sources and destinations. 

Just one JetStream MINI handles 64 digital or analog rinputs/outputs 

of your choice. and up to four Logitek control surfaces or vScreen 

virtual controllers of your choice. Choose what you need. 

Everything you need is in one user-configurable, 64-channel node. 

Your JetStream can have mic inputs, line- level and digital I/O, 

built-in EQ, dynamics and mic processing, profanity delay, GPI/0, 

Internet codecs, WAN support, automation interface, 

battery power and a whole lot more. 

No computer science degree needed. JetStream IP audio 

networking is super easy to set up with built-in memory and automatic 

configuration. Just plug in and let JetStreom do the rest. 

Affordable and flexible. Regardless of studio size, 

Logitek's smart architecture allows you to get more done for less. 

Complete systems start at under $ 6000. 
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Speak up 
on EAS 

E
AS is a tough subject. There are those who hold it as the ultimate form 
of public warning. There are those who consider it a non-working 

rden to stations. Most broadcasters fall somewhere in between. 
1 have always felt EAS is a noble effort, just not a well-executed system. 

It has the potential to be an effective way of distributing information before 
and after an emergency (although ideally before). EAS has an ideal function 
to get attention, provide the basic headline and to make the public aware 
something is happening. Once this is done, the established news and public 
information outlets can take over. 

The basics of EAS operation are stated in the FCC 
rules. There are some inconsistencies, but these 
problems are slowly being worked out. Much of the 
system's inner workings are covered in individual state 
and local plans. Because of this, there are widely 
varying ideas and methods in place. Some plans 
are quite advanced and provide for state-wide com-
munications networks. Some plans are little more than 
an EBS plan with some updated names. 
Some believe EAS should be fully defined in FCC 

rules. Others believe the area plans should hold the 
details. Either approach presents difficulties, and 
this is yet another point of contention with creating 
functional EAS plans and networks. 

In the end it comes down to the individuals writ-
ing, maintaining and executing the local plans. 
Those who serve on the committees to prepare 
these plans devote their time and energy for what 
is often a thankless job. Most of these groups seek 
input from stations and public services, and yet I 
hear regular complaints about how bad the EAS 
is. VVhen I press for details on the problems, I 
always ask if the individual complaining was 
involved in preparing the area plan. The answer 
is almost always " no." 
That's a problem. Those who complain about 

EAS but make no effort to fix it get whatever system 
others design. 
The current attention to EAS provides an op-

portunity for stations and individuals to become 
more involved in the national rulemaking as well 
as their local and state plans. 

What's your opinion? Send it to 
radioleadioMagOnline.com 

The FCC is currently seeking input on the latest 
proposed rulemaking. Take advantage of this 
chance to get involved. I have watched many 
online EAS discussions and see some good ideas 
presented, but unless those ideas are expressed to 
the FCC or to the area plan organizers, the ideas 
are lost. Not all comments will be rolled into a 
rulemaking, but if enough voices speak intelligently 
on an issue, the Commission can be persuaded. 
Comments on the NPRM are due July 20. Reply 

comments are due Aug. 4. Speak up and help 
craft the next phase of EAS. 

National test information 
By now you know the first national EAS test will 

be sent on Nov. 9, 2011, at 2 p.m. EST. The 
test will be sent through PEP stations and the NPR 
satellite channel, and it will test legacy EAS ( not 
CAP). The test will use the EAN code followed 
by 3 to 3.5 minutes of audio not the president's 
voice) and the EOM. The test will not use the 
Emergency Action Termination ( EAT). 
The test will not be carried on NOAA Weather 

Radio. 
Following the test, stations will report their results 

to the FCC. Some stations are worried that a failed 
test will result in a fine. While the FCC cannot 
waive enforcement of the rules, it has discretion in 
levying fines. The goal of the test is just that: to test 
the system. The test is not an enforcement exercise. 
Radio magazine will post more details of the 

upcoming test as they are announced. 
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RF safety By Jeremy Ruck, PE 

s the FCC becomes more environmentally minded, RF safety takes AA 
on a greater importance. Radiation seems to be a taboo word in 
merica. We tend to give any mention of radiation a wide berth. 

While it is true that radiation can be harmful, it is important to remember that 
the stuff we are talking about in radio is not the same as that from power 
plants or bombs. 
Radio radiation is non-ionizing. This means that when it strikes or passes through 
a material it has insufficient energy to ionize atoms. Rather, we see that radio 
waves typically cause changes in the vibrational and rotational configurations. In 

other words, radio frequency energy tends to heat 
a medium. Intuitively this should make sense, as this 
is the concept behind a microwave oven. 
Our goal, then, is to reduce the potential for a 

similar effect in body tissues. To that end, standards 
have been developed over the years to describe 
and provide guidance toward minimizing the 
potentially harmful effects on humans. The latest 
revision of the venerable IEEE C95.1 standard is 
the 2005 revision, although the Commission still 

utilizes portions of the 1992 revision. The IEEE 
standard is not necessarily ubiquitous on a 
global scale, as other countries may utilize their 
own standards. Some of these are tighter than 
the IEEE standard, and some go the other way. 
Other portions of the FCC's adopted proce-

dures, including the exposure limits, are based on 
recommendations from the National Council on 
Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP). 
These requirements, available from the Office 
of Engineering and Technology section of the 
FCC home page, are the result of the National 
Environmental Policy Act of 1969. While some 
of the other portions of this legislation may be of 
dubious importance, the protection of personnel 
and the public from the generally undetectable 
hazards of RF radiation makes sense. 

An example of 
improper sign 
placement. 

Make a plan 
To promote awareness of RF hazards and 

mitigate their effects at your facility it is neces-
sary to implement an RF safety plan. Under such a 
plan you are definitively recognizing and defining 
the potential harmful effects, establishing procedures 
that employees and contractors must follow, and 
identifying physical areas that may be problematic 
for exposure. While a boiler-plate approach is a 
good first iteration for a facility, it is crucial to rec-
ognize that each facility is unique, and therefore 
will likely require a customized solution. These 
suggestions are not meant to be an exhaustive 
list, and it is recommended that you consult with 
a competent engineer when you build your plan. 

Typically hazards can be split into two general 
categories: contact hazards and non-contact haz-
ards. Contact hazards are situations, as the name 
suggests, where the human body comes into direct 
physical contact with the hazard. The archetypal 
example here is coming into contact with a hot AM 
tower. Exposure to physical contact hazards can 
be minimized through a combination of barriers, 
reduction in transmitter power and cessation of 
operation. The general result of a contact hazard 
is the RF burn (a.k.a. the rite of passage). 
The broader category is the non-contact hazard. 

Here all areas where hazards may exist that do 
not require physical contact with the tower are 
examined. Non-contact hazards do not typically 
in themselves result in burns, although excitation of 
metallic clothing, jewelry and tools by high-intensity 
fields can result in material heating. The non-contact 
hazards tend to relate more to tissue heating and 
their effects. Some of these effects are not fully 
understood yet, and may not significantly manifest 
themselves for many years after exposure. 
The exposure limits under this second category are 

divided into two conditions: uncontrolled environment 
condition and controlled environment condition. The 
uncontrolled condition relates to exposure by the 
general public, or to those areas where you have no 
control over the access or exposure of persons resid-
ing, working or traversing. The maximum permissible 
power density in such areas is lower by a factor of 
five than in the controlled environment. As part of the 
application process, the FCC requires all facilities 
to demonstrate compliance with the uncontrolled 
environment condition at ground level, unless it can 
be satisfactorily demonstrated that areas where the 
predicted power density exceeds this limit qualify as 
a controlled environment. 

In the controlled environment, the facility has the 
ability to control the exposure of personnel who are 
known to be cognizant of the hazards of RF and 
the implementation of safety procedures. Because 
of these factors, a higher power density limit is 
permitted. If work is necessary in areas where these 
limits are generally exceeded, additional action must 
be taken, such as the use of RF suits, reduction in 
power or cessation of operation. 
RF suits, while useful in some instances, should 

never be considered a panacea. While they can 
attenuate the RF inside to certain levels, tears, rips 
or other integrity problems with the suit render them 
unusable. Their initial cost can be prohibitive, and for 
most stations it usually is more cost effective to build 

10 July 2011 RadioMagOnline.com 
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in some downtime rather than make the invesiment. 
Personal radiation monitors, while useful, can be 

costly to keep calibrated. They can also provide a 
false sense of security that can simply be eliminated 
with lock-out/tag-out. Rendering an antenna inop-
erable through this methodology leaves absolutely 
no question as to whether it is causing a problem 
in its vicinity. This ultimately is the best solution to 
any RF safety concern, and should be part of the 
implementation of any program. 

What's your sign? 
Any RF safety plan must include appropriate 

signage. There are three different types of signs 
with differing color schemes approved for FCC 
compliance. Blue signs represent areas where 
the uncontrolled environment condition may be 
exceeded, yellow where the controlled environment 
condition may be exceeded and orange where the 
controlled environment condition is exceeded. The 
signs demarcate boundaries between the varying 
levels. Posting multiple different colored signs at one 
location is inappropriate and confusing. A sufficient 
number of signs should be posted so as to be visible 
from multiple different vantage points at the site. 

There are multiple ways to establish the appro-
priate boundary locations. For FM-only sites, the 
FCC's FM Model software can predict where the 
peak power density will occur. The equations in 
OET Bulletin 65 along with simple trigonometric 
identities can also be used. For more conservative 
results, assume the relative field in the vertical plane 
is 1.0 at all elevations when using the equations. 
Finally a survey of the site could be performed. A 

survey, with a high density of measurement locations 
properly mapped will provide the best graphical il-
lustration of the situation. Prior to the survey, however, 
ensure your consultant has fully studied the specific 
antennas and geometries to ensure appropriate 
measurement locations are not missed. 
While an RF safety plan can be as simple 

as a de-energize/lock-out/tag-out plan or as 
complex as various combinations of antenna 
changes, the importance of crafting, using, and 
maintaining such a plan cannot be emphasized 
enough. Although accidents may still occur, those 
accidents will tend to be viewed as such, and 
not as willful negligence. 

Ruck is a senior engineer with D. L. Markley and 
Associates, Peone, IL. 

CBT Systems Introduces the NEW JUMBO, STYLE, & VALUE 

• Made in the U.S.A 
• LED Illumination Available 
• Custom legends are available in Blue, Red, & Black 

• Power - 120 to 220 volt AC & 12 volt AC/DC 

CBT Systems' "ON-AIR" Lights can be ordered online at 

www.cbtsystems.tv 
or by calling 858-536-2927 
to locate a distributor near you LISTED 
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EAS news update By Lee Petro 

T
here have been significant developments relating to the Emergency Alert 
System (EAS) in recent months. First, the Commission announced that it 
will hold the first-ever national test of the EAS in November 2011. In 

addition, the FCC has released a Third Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking 
(NPRM), in which the Commission proposes a comprehensive review of the cur-
rent EAS structure, and what steps should be taken to integrate new technology 
into future versions of the nation's alert system. Finally, in light of the NPRM, and 
to a lesser extent the national test, it becomes more likely that there will be a 
further extension of the deadline to implement the Common Alert Protocol (CAP) 

messaging, now set at Sept. 30, 2011. 
In February 2011, the Commission issued an 

order establishing the rules and procedures for the 
initiation of a nation-wide presidential EAS test. The 
Commission indicated that it would give at least 
two months notice before conducting the test, and 
also required that all EAS participants take part 
in the test. The results of the test must be logged 
by the EAS participants, and the test results are 
to be provided to the Commission's Public Safely 
and Homeland Security Bureau within 45 days 

Dateline 
Radio stations located in the District of Columbia, Maryland, 

Virginia, and West Virginia continue to run license renewal post-filing 
announcements on July 1, July 15, Aug. 1, and Aug. 15. 

Radio stations located in North Carolina and South Carolina run 

license renewal pre-filing announcements on July 1 and 15. 
July 10: All radio stations place their second quarter issues/ 

program list in their station's local public inspection file. 

Aug. 1: All radio stations located in North Carolina and South 
Carolina file license renewal application and EEO program report 

Non-commercial radio stations also file biennial ownership report 

(FCC 323-E). These stations must run license renewal post-filing 

announcements on Aug. 1 and 15, Sept. 1 and 15. Oct. 1 and 15. 
Radio stations located in California, Illinois, North Carolina, South 

Carolina and Wisconsin must place their annual EEO public file 
report into their station's local public inspection file. 

Aug. 1: Non-commercial radio stations in California must submit 

their biennial ownership report (FCC Form 323-E). 

after the test. This information is to be submitted 
electronically, and the individual results of the 
participants will not be released publically. 
On June 9, 2011, the Commission announced 

that the national test will occur Nov. 9, 2011, at 
2 p.m. EST. Therefore, it is highly advisable that 
all broadcast stations check their equipment and 
make sure it is in working condition. The test results 
must be submitted no later than Dec. 24, 2011. 
Along with the announcement of the national 

EAS test, the Commission released the NPRM to 
seek comment on proposed rules to implement 

CAP messaging, and to consider updates to the 
rules in general. Primarily, the Commission sought 
comment on the necessary steps that it must take 
to overlay CAP messages with the current EAS 
system, while, in the meantime, looking to imple-
ment more modern alert technologies such as RSS 
feeds and other IP-based distribution platforms. 
The Commission is also seeking comment on the 
requirements on licensees to be able to receive 
and relay CAP messaging by focusing on the 
design of the EAS equipment. 

In particular, the Commission sought more infor-
mation regarding the possible use of intermediary 
devices by EAS participants that would receive the 
CAP messaging and translate the message into the 
format currently used by legacy EAS equipment. 
These intermediary devices may offer a more cost-
effective approach for EAS participants to come 
into compliance while the Commission and FEMA 
are considering a more comprehensive overhaul to 
EAS. Special focus was paid to the FCC certifica-
tion process for the new equipment, and whether 
the need for such certification will impact the timing 
on the new obligations for EAS participants. The 
Commission also sought comment on the specific 
revisions to the rules to take into account the recep-
tion and transmission of CAP messages. 

In light of the numerous issues raised by the 
Commission in the NPRM relating to the imple-
mentation of equipment to receive CAP messages, 
the Commission sought comment on whether 
the prior deadline to implement CAP-compliant 
equipment should be extended. The Commission 
sought comment on whether the deadline should 
be extended to a particular date based on when 
CAP-compliant equipment is certified by the Com-
mission, or whether there is another triggering date 
that should be used. 
Comments in the proceeding must be filed by 

July 20, 2011, and reply comments are due by 
Aug. 4. It is doubtful that the Commission will be 
able to churn out new rules by Sept. 30, 2011. 
Therefore, in light of the NPRM raising questions 
as to whether the CAP-implementation deadline 
should be extended, and whether the use of inter-
mediary devices could be used by broadcasters 
to come into compliance, it is more than likely that 
the Sept. 30, 2011, deadline will be extended 
to a point when the CAP-related rules become 
effective, and the equipment has gone through 
the certification process. 

Petro is a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC, 
Arlington, VA. Email: petroefhhlaw.com. 
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Pre-End of the World Sale... 25% off !!! 
the Mayan calendar predicts the end of the world in 2012 so 

this sale lasts until December 31st, 2011 
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Digital Routing 
and Mixing 
Here's what to consider in making the 
TDM vs. AolP decision. 
By Doug Irwin, CPBE DRB AMD 

o with the economy turning around, 
. and the immediate future looking (at 
least somewhat) brighter, perhaps the 

time is right to plan that studio rehab project, 
or perhaps that completely new facility that 
has been in the offing. When it comes to 
specifying and buying new consoles, what 
are the choices? 
Going with analog consoles is still an option 

(Audioarts, Arrakis, Radio Systems, Mackie 
and others come to mind) but this time we'll 
consider the digital types. 
Twenty years ago the state-of-the-art radio sta-

tion not only used analog consoles, but analog 
routers as well. They were located in a separate 
room — typically called master control or some 
variant — and these routers took the place of 
rack upon rack of distribution amps, multiple-
input-by-stereo output mechanical switches, 
and perhaps even patchbays. 
Having a router system in place gave you the 

obvious advantage of quick and easy audio 
routing around the facility, and usually simplified 
the initial constrJction wiring as well. 
After digital audio sources made their ap-

pearance around radio stations, digital routers 
soon followed. Even the analog inputs were 
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digitized, though. and the router 
designs had changed drastically. 
It was no longer necessary for the 
console to actually contain the 
audio; all the switching/routing/ 
mixing could be done inside the 
router itself. The console became 
no more than a user-interface, with a 
form-factor familiar to air talents. A PC 
attached to the system could control all 
the same functions as a console. Systems 
such as this appeared in the late 1990s. 
As we all know, during the 1990s, computer 

networking around the offices and studios of a 
radio station become commonplace; Ethernet became 
practically ubiquitous. It should be of no surprise then that Eth-
ernet later became an alternative to TD/v1 (Time Division Multiplex) 
communications between nodes of a digital routing system (such 
as previously described). The audio-over-IP (AolP) type system was 
born. This occurred in the mid 2000s. 

TDM vs. AolP 
So as a potential buyer of a digital routing system, one thing you'll 

need to address is whether or not you want to make use of a TDM 
system, or go with an AolP system. Perhaps it makes sense to first 

•••••••••••• 
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examine their similarities, and their differences thereafter. 
Obviously the point of any router is to switch input 

sources and route them to destinations. Any digital router 
is going to be able to accommodate digital inputs (AES) 
as well as analog; likewise, any digital router will be able 
to provide output sources in either a digital or analog 
format. Both the TDM types and the AolP types are built 
around a spoke-and-hub topology; what constitutes the 
hub is different between the types. (More on that later). 
Both types will have (as the terminal end of a spoke) an 

array of potential interfaces to the system — the most 
basic being a set of inputs and outputs, the 

most complex being a control surface 
(what we would typically call a 

console). The control surfaces 
will be similar to good old 
analog consoles in that 
each channel represents 
a source being added 
to a mix bus; however, 
digital systems provide 
flexibility so that the 
source for a channel 
can change based on 
router control. (Analog 
consoles would liter-
ally need their inputs 
rewired to do that — with 

the exception of pre-select 
inputs.) Both types will be 

configured via a computer 
workstation and as such will 

support off-site access. One com-
mon feature that I noted in the AolP 

types, as opposed to TDM systems, is 
the ability to also route machine control in 

the same fashion as the audio is routed. 

Differ in design 
So let's take a look at the differences now. As I mentioned 

earlier, both systems will be built around a spoke-and-
hub topology. TDM systems, being derived from their 
analog ancestors, are based around a router core or 
engine inside of which all the switching and mixing and 
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routing is really done. So, any time point A (a source) is 
connected to point B (the destination) it routes through 
that router engine. All roads lead to Rome.) TDM systems 
use proprietary communications means to connect the 
spokes to the hubs; no standards have been developed, 
let alone implemented. (They may use CAT-5 cable and 
Ri-45 connectors too, by the way, but it isn't Ethernet. It's 
just a smart way to make use of cable and connectors 
that are readily available.) In using TDM though, those 
manufacturers have built a system with a designed-in, 
minimum data rate that effectively guarantees how many 
audio channels can be moved back and forth along the 
spoke. Time slots in a TDM system don't compete with 
one another; they each have a job to do (move an audio 
stream in one direction or the 
other) and they do it with 
next to no latency. 
AolP systems differ from 

their TDM cousins in that 
they don't use a router 
engine as the hub of the 
system; what they use is 
a very fast, very common 
type of Ethernet switch that 
makes the Layer 1 and Layer 
2 ( in IT parlance) connec-
tions between nodes of 
the entire system. That is 
a fundamental difference 
between TDM and AolP. 
The processing power 
needed to carry out the 
mixing/switching/routing 
functions in a TDM system 
is located at the heart (or 
star-point) of the system 
in the technical center; 
whereas that same process-
ing power is distributed in 
an AolP system, because 
the processors that do that 
work are located typically 
in the same studio as their 
associated control surface, 
connected via Ethernet. 
The way AolP systems 

distribute signals is via the 
wire. A source is available 
to any destination on the 
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Resource 
Guide 

AEQ 
954-581-7999 
www.aeqbroadcast.com 

Audioarts Engineering 
252-638-7000 
www.wheatstone.com 

Axia Audio 
216-241-7225 
www.axiaaudio.com 

Harris 
800-622-0022 
www.broadcast.harris.com 

Lawo 
+49 7222 1002 0 
www.lawo.de 

Logitek 
800-231-5870 
www.logitekaudio.com 

Qphonics 
+49 89-45672-300 
www klotzdigital com 

Radio Systems 
856-467-8000 
www radiosystems com 

Sierra Automated Systems 
818-840-6749 
www sasaudio com 

Studer 
818-920-3212 
www studer ch 

Wheatstone 
252-638-7000 
www.wheatstone.com 
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network because the source is multicast onto the network. Let me explain 
a little bit about what that means. 
Recall that with a Layer 2 switch ( like you see in use for the office network) 

any device can have a unicast connection to any other device that connects 
to the same switch. (Those two devices are going to need to be in the same 
subnet and the same VLAN as well.) A broadcast is a message that the Layer 
2 switch floods throughout that entire VLAN. A multicast is o message that is 
meant to be heard by many hosts on the subnet (as opposed to a unicast, 
which is a one-to-one communication — and broadcast — which is heard by 
every host on the subnet). If every stream that represents an audio source is 
multicast on the local subnet, then any member of the multicast group will 
be able to not only hear that stream, but to further process it for use. This is 
fundamentally how the AolP system types distribute audio. Whereas a TDM 
system has time-slots that are assigned to sources, and wired connections that 
carry specific signals to and from the router core, an AolP system distributes 
audio over the shared network fabric. 

Differ in practice 
The sharing of the medium is the basic advantage of Ethernet (and IP 

communications in general). Fundamentally, networking multiple sources 

MIZIANC. 
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together is simplified by the use of Ethernet, mainly because of that 
fact that Ethernet is a standard. The fact that it is used so much means 
that many sources are available for its components, and many sources 
means lower prices. That's just economics. 
There is a caveat with the shared medium though. Whereas a TDM 

system has a throughput delay that is insignificant, AolP systems do 
have a very small amount of delay because of the shared nature of 
the medium. It takes a finite amount of time to build up the packets, for 
the Layer 2 switch to process them, and then for the destination device 
to reassemble all the packets in the correct sequence (because it is 
possible for them to get out of sequence as they transit the network). 
The amount of delay that is objectionable to the human ear has been 
studied thoroughly in VolP engineering and what has been learned in 
that field applies to AolP as well. While those delays are not insignifi-
cant they are manageable, and minimized in the system engineering. 
Both TDM and AolP systems are scalable in that they can be 

increased in size after the original design and installation is done. 
In a TDM system, typically another input card or output card will be 
installed in a frame when and if more inputs or outputs are needed. 
Those new cards essentially live in the hub of the system. AolP dif-
fers here in that the inputs/outputs are never part of the hub of the 
system; they are always at ends of the spokes. A new input/output 
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module would be added to an AolP system by putting it in a rack 
somewhere in the facility, and then making it part of the network by 
adding a single Ethernet cable from it to the local switch. 

In terms of wiring one type of system versus the other, it really comes 
down to your wire management style. Typically TDM systems are 
based on card-cages, with connectors that carry dozens of circuits 
at a time. For this reason they are typically landed on external punch 
blocks because the only real practical way to deal with those large 
connectors is to terminate all of their associated circuits at the same 
time during the installation phase. AolP systems are based around smaller 
nodes that have fewer inputs and outputs (usually eight pairs of inputs and/or 
outputs). The installer could chose point-to-point wiring on all those nodes; or, 
like with a TDM system, all those circuit connections could be landed externally 
on punch blocks. It really depends upon how you want to organize the wiring. 
In either case, the number of ingress/egress points is obviously going to be 
the same for systems that have the same capability ( i.e., 128 by 128 TDM 
vs 128 by 128 AolP). In other words, wiring is wiring. Both systems can be 
as simple or complex to install as the installer desires. 

To/from MCR 

To/from MCR 
 > 

nputs/outputs 

Control surface-

  1 
  2 Audio outs 

  n from router 

Audio send 
1  3 
<   n to router 

TDM Spoke 

Typical studio, 1 to n 

One definite advantage that AolP systems seem to 
have over their TDM cousins is that it is possible to add 
a computer workstation to the network, and to then have 
access to its associated audio output and input stream(s) 
and control logic, for the entire network, by way of the 
installation of software drivers and network cable. For a 
TDM system, the alternative way (which is what we've 
been doing for years) is by installing sounds cards in 
computers, which can be an expensive proposition with 
high-end sound cards. A logic control interface from this 
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same computer would likely be done via a serial connec-
tion, which of course represents more work and expense 
in the installation phase. 
A natural extension of the AoIP network is into the STI. 

portion of your facility. Having a WAN and/or LAN 
connection at the transmitter site means that devices or 
that end can become nodes in the system. In practice 
though, sharing a LAN for STL purposes means eithei 

using QoS (and all interim devices must support that 
along the route) or maintaining a totally separate LAN 
just for SIL purposes. 

The final decision 
As I mentioned earlier, a TDM-based digital router 

is really an evolution from the analog router type that 
many of us grew accustomed to over the years, and 
as such, it is familiar, tried-and-true technology. If you 
intend to go with an AolP system, you'll not only need 
to learn the details of the new system itself, but you'll 
also have to become much more familiar with network-
ing in general. In this day and age that is certainly a 
good thing to do. If you don't already have a good 
handle on networking, ask yourself if you want to learn 
that at the same time as an entirely new console type 

and system ype. If networking is ¡ ust one of your IT skills though, then 
likely an AclP system will be something to seriously consider. Finally 
choosing the type of system might boil down to your design philosophy: 
Whether you want to centralize the intelligence of the system in your 
MCR (as with TDM) or whether you want to distribute the intelligence 
of the systeri (as with Ao113). 

Irwin is transmission systems supervisor for Clear Channel NYC and chief engineer 
of WKTU, New York. Contact him at doug@dougiiwin. net. 
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FACILITY SHOWCASE 

BYU Radio By Chriss Scherer, editor 

Reconstructs 

Brigham Young University 
builds a new facility for its 

five radio streams 

Opereng Cl combined radio ar.d TV network is no 
simpe task. Brigham Young University recently com-
pleted a tzlcility upgtade of its rajo and TV facilities 

to implement J pc a .ed technology acrom, all its broadcast 
channels as the operations moved to new facilities. 
The radio and Di operation were in o collocated facility 

beftore the mowe, oJthough there was a satellite office about 
five miles soul' of the campus that housed some administra-
tive offices aria TV ppst-production. Corso i dating the content 
creation faciliiies with the distribution facilities brought some 
efficiency in trcnsferring media between ti-ose services, and 
made collabotationi easier with administrative functions. 
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BYU originates and distributes five radio streams 
from the new factity. BYU Radio is the heart of 
the operation Launched in 2002, BYU Radio 
reaches an international audience with the best 
of BYU- and LDS-themed programming. BYU 
Radio is available on Dish Network, the Internet, 
selected radio and cable systems throughout the 
United States, and via satellite 
The BYU Radio library contains thousands of 

hours of lectures conferences, BYU sporting 
events, performance programming, and campus 
devotionals on a variety of subjects. BYU Radio 
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BYU Radio 
BYU Acoustic Design  
By Richard Schrag 
Acoustical oesign for the new BYU Broadcast facility 

involved all the customary issues: sound isolation, noise/ 
vibration control and room acoustics. What made this 

project particuarly challencing was the diversity of technical 
spaces that all live under the same roof. 

The building has three TV studios, including one that 

is a hybrid space equipped with retractable seating for 

productions that have an aJdience. We were faced with 
having air- handling equipment located on the second floor 

immediately adjacent to the studios, with huge ducts traveling 

overhead to feed the rooms beyond Our solution was to 

create a separa:e interior concrete deck for the main studio, so 
the ducts could be routed through the 
interstitial space without having their 

breakout noise impact the production 

activity below. Background noise 
levels in Studio A are below a Noise 

Criterion rating of NC- 15. 

The acoustical design is evident 

starting right at the front door, where 
the building lobby features large 

windows into BYUB's master control 
hub, with five independent pods 

surrounding a central monitoring 

console. The main floor also has 
production control rooms for video, 

audio, and camera shading; audio 

post production rooms, including 
voiceover booths; 10 video edit 
suites; quality control statiors; and 

higher-quality final edit spaces also 
used for presentations. Each of 

these rooms has specific functional 
requirements, so the acoustical 
performance has to be tailored to 
match the room. 

The radio station (located on 
the second floor, which 

incidentally adds a layer 

of complexity to the 

sound isolation design) 

has its own variety of 
different room types. 

There are on-air control 

rooms, talk studios, 

edit booths - even a 

performance space 
comparabletoarecording 

studio, with audiophile-

quality monitoriig and 

an extremely quiet live 

room for the musicians. 

The performance studio by iself would have been an 

interesting little project, so keeping tabs on that design while 

simultaneously juggling a couple dozen others is what made 

this project fun - and a lithe nerve-wracking.  

Schrag is design principal for Puss Berger Desigr, Group, Dees. 
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features a mix of peaceful and uplifting music and a variety of live 
broadcasts, including concerts from the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and 
sporting events. 
BYU Radio Instrumental is a companion station to BYU Radio. It features 

LDS-themed music for international audiences as a Web-only service. 
BYU Radio International offers two separate language services. Spanish 

and Portuguese. Like the Instrumental service, they are Web-only services. 
KBYU-FM, Classical 89, broadcasts classical music from an extensive 

CD library, original productions, broadcasts of local and BYU arts 
groups' performances, as well as national and international programs. 
Classical 89 also presents coverage of local arts events, news from NPR 
and the BBC World Service, KBYU-FM morning and afternoon news, 
and several hours each week of Brigham Young University programs 
that include addresses from BYU devotionals, forums, Education Week, 
BYU Women's Conference and other events. 

Clockwise 
from top: One 
of two on-air 
studios for BYU Radio and Classical 89, the control 
room for the talk studio, and a voice-over room. 
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BYU Radio 

The control room and 

the recording studio. 
live studio for 

Project planning 
Given the variety of audio 

programming, the station 
had a goal to increase 
the quality and quantity of 
content for its distribution 
channels. At the center of 
this plan was a networked 
audio infrastructure, which 
provides easier access to 
any audio source from any 
studio. Very little equipment 
from the old facility was used 
in the new facility. 
The new plans also in-

cluded additional space for audio 
production. The old radio facilities 
included two on-air rooms and two 
small post audio rooms. The new 
facility retained these spaces, but 
added a musical performance re-
cording studio and a talk studio that 
can accommodate multiple guests. 
There are two on-air studios: One 

for BYU Radio and one for Classi-
cal 89. Attached to each is a small 
producer/news room. In addition, 
there are two post-production spaces 
and two voice-over rooms. 
The recording studio can host a 

small ensemble or other musical group, and the recording studio can go live to air if 
needed. There is also a 260-seat theatre where live musical events can be produced, 
and any of the radio stations can take a live feed of the event. 
WideOrbit Automation is used for the on-air storage and playback, and ProTools handles 

the production work. In time, the WideOrbit system will be integrated with organization-
wide media asset management (MAAA) system. 
As part of the move, BYU began to ingest its library of CDs into the automation system to 

supporta completely file-based operation The AYia aidie nPtwr,rl, alsr, lntearnt,,5 ¡rtn bis 

Equipment List 
360 Systems DCEM3000 

Apogee A8AE, A116, SIOC 
Avid ProTools 

Axia Element, PowerStation, XY Router 

Control Panel, iProbe, iProFiler, IP-

Audio Driver for Windows, Pathfinder 
Bowers & Wilkins ASW DB1, 802D2R, 

805D2R 

Crown D45 

DaySequerra M4.2R 

DK-Technologies MSD600MI4DO, 
MSD6OOPSO, PT0660M 

Genelec 6010APM, 7050B PM, 7060B, 
8020.LSE Espresso, 8020BPM, 
8030APM, 8040APM 

Grace Design M802, M802RCU, 
Lunatec V3 

JBL EON 515 
Mackie 1402-VLZ3 

McIntosh MC402, MC501 

Omnia Omnia ONE, Omnia-6EX 

RDL SR- 10, RU-MX4T, ST-DA3, PS-

24U2A, ST-MX3 

StudioHub+ headphone panel 

Studio Technologies Model 76, Model 77 
Sennheiser HDM 26-100-7, HD280 

PRO, HMD 280 PRO, MD 421 II, 
MZS 421 

Shure SCM268 

Soundminer V4PRO, WebPortal, Ripper 
V4, Network USB Key, Server Xv4 

Tascam CD-RW901SL, IF-AE24X 

Telos Desktop Director, Nx12, Zephyr 
Xstream 

WideOrbit Automation, Traffic 

Nmeiffleeer 
BRoAt)CAsT 
CONNECTION 

From the microphone to the antenna, Broadcast Connection 
is your source for the latest in broadcast technology. 

We offer a full line of the best products available. 

Contact our experienced team of specialists for all your radio needs. 

1.• 

.. jr.41 

John Shideler 
Mesa, AZ 

970-227-1405 

Eric Wandel 
Newburgh, IN 
812-490-7947 

Max Brown 
Mukilteo WA 
719-650-6330 

...Aok@broodcostconnecfion Corn 

Terry Becht 
Canyon Lake, TX 
830-899-7012 

John George 
Lexington, SC 
803-951-7443 

'err y@broodcomconnection (-ors lohn george© 
broadcostconnecton corn 

Ken Perkins 
Evergreen, CO 
303-674-6566 

ken peeens@ 
broodcomconnecon corn 

lohn@broadcastconnection corn enc@broadcostconnectIon.corn 

www.BroadcasitCgdiection.com 

• 
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The future is calling. 
(It's for you.) 

they're available for use anywhere in your 

facility. And if you decide you want to use VolP 

services, VX can do that too. 

These days, nearly everything is networked. 

And now, so are your broadcast phones. 

Meet Telos VX, the multi- line, multi- studio, 

networked talkshow system. 

VX uses standard Ethernet to connect all 

the phones, hybrids and console!. around 

your facility, transporting caller audio, mix-

minus, POH and control logic on one skinny 

cable. Connect to POTS, ISDN-PRI, or even BRI 

telco lines via standard gateways, and voila, 

VX is so scalable, it can manage multiple 

simultaneous talkshows in the largest facili-

ties. Yet it's cost-effective even for a few stu-

dios. Audio is clean and consistent, because 

dedicated, third-generation Telos hybrids 

manage each indiv:dual call. Even confer-

ences are crystal-clear. You can deploy VX 

ZEPHYR IP ei ISDN CODECS STREAMING AUDIO 

With more than 20,000 in daily 
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best 

Way to Hear from Everywhere. 

Hardware and so 
for processing, 
streaming your a 

are products 
ncoding and 
dio content. 

"virtual phones" in production rooms, news 

workstations, or anywhere there's a PC with a 

USB mic and headset.Got a hot talkshow that 

suddenly demands more lines in a certain 

studio? Just a few keystrokes at a computer 

and you're set. 

Ready for the future? Get Telos VX. Because 

you've got more than callers on the line. 

AUDIO I NETWORKS 

www.telos-systems.com 

BROADCAST TELEPHONY 

: Ian .1 WO, ••• 

Telos is the trusted World Leader 
in single-line hybrids and multi-line 

phone systems. 

1'1 

PC Software for archiving 
and logging all of your 

stations audio. 



A AKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

THE NEXT GENERATION 
ANALOG CONSOLE 

MARC-15-15 
MODULAR ANALOG 

the MARC is a next generation analog console that mixes 

analog and digital technologies withIJSE PC sound card modules 

(on air software included). For today's cable infrastructure the 

MARC uses CATS cabling and RJ45 connectors (cables included). 

Three stereo buses plus dual conferencing 

phone hybrid mix minus buses 

handles the big jobs. 

very low 
profile tabletop 
design S fast access 
to level adjustments and cabling 

MARC- I5-12 $ 5,499 

analog B digital with UM sound card modules 

Cat5 cabling for today's infrastructure 

Control room B Studio monitors 

15 channels, 30 inputs 

much more 

conductive p astic 
faders and LED lighted 
switches for reliability. 
Socketed ICs for fast 

on site repair. 

CAT 5 cables for all input/output 

www.arrakis-systems.com 



A AKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

Digilink-vtreme Automation 
integrates with Arralas 
ARC consoles 

Unattended Games mode 
Streaming services suppor 

RDS support 

Windows 7 
cumpatiblr, 

the BEST automation 
in Radio... period! 

Live On Air w Hot Keys array 

Hard disk Automation 

Satellite Automation 

16 input stereo switcher 

Phoner recorder Ft editor 

Voice track your shows 

Music scheduling standard 

Join the hundreds of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme. the best automation sys:em in Radio. Full featured, it is easy to 

install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is EBS`i to buy. Choose from either the in contract $ 100 per month ' Solutions 

Program' or buy ' Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $ 0,500. 

With the $ 100 per month ' Solutions Program,' you receive Xtreme software ( On Air, Production, O Scheduling) and 

"Bridge" hardware PLUS training, support, and upgrades for your ENTIRE radio station. You supply the PCs or we can 

supply them for you. For less than the cost of a good cell phone contract you can be on air tomorrow with Xtreme, the 

best automation system in Radio. 

With ' Xtreme-Complete' for $ 6,500, you purchase a complete system ready for air: DELL business PC, Arrakis 

'Bridge', and Xtreme software for on air, production, scheduling, voice tracking and more. The system comes with a full 

year of the ' Solutions Program' with training, support, upgrades, and next business day ' Bridge' replacement if it 

should fail. The DELL PC comes with 3 " ears of next business day, on site service from DELL. 

Order your system today and receive it tomorrow, call us at 970-401-0730 ext 309 

www.arrakis-systems.c 



BYU Radio 
More BYU Broadcast 
BYUB is a television, radio and Web 

media production and distribution operation 
serving local, natonal and international 
audiences. In addition to KBYU-FM and the 
BYU Radio services, the University provides 
BYU Television, KBYU Television and BYU 
Tel ev i si on International. 
KBYU-TV is a local PBS affiliate serving Utah 

and Southeast Idaho. 
BYU TV is available throughout North America 

on the Dish Network, CirecTV, and on 503 cable 
systems across the country. It broadcasts BYU 
sporting events, origina documentaries, musical 
and dramatic events from BYU and the LDS 
Church and more. 
BYU Television International, launched in 

March 2007, is multilingual service available 
in Spanish, Portuguese and English. It is 
transmitted to the Salt Lake City market and 
carried on cable and satellite systems in every 
country in South and Central America. 
Create is a service from American Public 

Television that is received via satellite and 
currently passed through with bug branding • 

new 
HIGH EFFICIENCY 
TRANSMITTERS 

series 

An on-air 
studio from 
the guests' 
point of 
view. 

file-based system 
and simplifies 
routing and re-
source sharing. 
The networked 
audio system 
also allows the announcers to be flexible in where they go in the air. 
The combined radio/TV operation shares office spaces, but some production 

•ocilities are shared as well. Trie TV side has two ProTools rooms to complement 
he one radio ProTools room, but all three are shared by both sides. 
Radio also has access to all three television studios. One TV studio accommodates 
a live studio audience. Tie-line:, between the TV audio network and radio network 
to allow simulcast of events or ginating from that location. 
Beck Associates integrated the facility, and consulted on the final design. BYU 

involved Ascent Media in the initial design phase of the building, while VCBO 
Architecture and Okland Construction built the facility. Russ Berger 

Design Group piovided acoustic guidance. 
BYU Radio wilt be available on Sirius XM statting July 1, 2011. I 

NEWS: 

More images online at RadioMagOnline.com 

. Efficiency un to 84% 

. TFT S Ít(;ri S. Touch Keyboard 

. Consumption optimization & noise decrease by means of the speed control of ( oolinq Ions 

. Remote control & Telemetry 

[M 1 
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SERIES: 

EM 1500 

1M 3000 

EM 6000 

EM 9000 

EM 12000 

3100 NW 72nd. ve. mit 112 Miami, FL - 33122 USA • WNW Onlb cam   
Pal Ind (entrovra "Paraguay, 6 ( Lo Muelo) 50198 Zaragoza ( Spain) 
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OMNIA.11 EVERYTHING 
YOU HEAR IS TRUE. 
• Effortless dial dominance • Louder yes, yet always pure & 

uncompromised • Pop sparkles • Rock really rocks • Country 

caresses • Hip hop thunders • Voice is natural and intimate 

• Push it hard and be amazed at how open and clean it remains 

Find out more: www.omniaaudio.com 

Radio never sleeps. Neither do we. 
We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24 nical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247 



Tips, tricks, hints and more 
By Doug Irwin, CPBE AMD 

Fixed cellular terminals Sorrie rural transmitter sites are so rural they can't support a reliable connec-
tion to the PSTN. It's clear that a transmitter site needs a telephone — at the 

very least for safety sake, but also for communications needs such as a dial-up 
remote control. Perhaps you are soon to be stuck with a transmitter site like 
this, or perhaps you've already got one and you need ideas. If so read on. 

In the old days before the cellphone network came in to being, you had to 
pair of wires running down the hill to the nearest B box. (This is was 

even worse when you 
had a stereo pair running 
down the hill.) That was 
often fraught with peril, 
especially in the winter; 
lines could get noisy, or 
knocked out all together 
and the telephone com-
pany couldn't make it out 
because of muddy roads. 
Ahh, the good old days! 
When cell sites became 

more and more prevalent 
it wasn't long before 
engineers wanted to 
use them for remote-site 
communications. Still, it 
wasn't easy, even in the 
analog-cell days. Today 
PCS has replaced all of 
that, and the device that 
you need to consider is 
known as a Fixed Cel-
lular Terminal. There are 

multiple vendors for this type of device, but one 
that has been around a while is Telular. Its website 
lists the various units, but of special interest is the 
SX7T which can make use of GSM or HSDPA and 
is reportedly carrier agnostic. This device not only 
allows you to connect a plain old telephone, but 
also allows you to set up a small LAN and make 
use of it as an Internet connection (assuming your 
carrier supports that). 
As anyone who has tried to use a cellphone at a 

mountain top site knows, often coverage is spotty 
(if it is there atoll). It always seems 
that there are too many cell sites 
for a phone to choose from, and 
none are really good enough for 
a decent call. So if you elect to go 
with an FCT, make sure you get 
one with antenna connectors on 
it so that you can use an external 
antenna. (The SX7T allows for 
this, with type TNC connectors). 

rely on a 

Do you have a tech tip? 
Send it to us at 

radio@RadioMagOnline.com 
Ideas submitted to Tech Tips 
may be suitable to earn SBE 

recertification credits. 

Directional antennas tor ce.lphone use are easy to 
Find — try Cellantenna for example. It's Gear that 
before you purchase an antenna such as this you'll 
need to know which band your carrier use.. Mount 
the antennas outdoors, and then by experimentation 
you should be able to determine which cell site to 
point leave the antennas pointed at. 

If you happen to have a radio link with T-1 
capability at your site already then your choices 
are more favorable. The Harris/Intraplex system 
has plug-in modules for its nainframe skit will 
pass voice-data; they can be configured for OPX 
or even for ring-down. The modules are VF- 15 
(FXO) and VF- 16 (FXS). The VVorldcast Oslo also 
has FX0/FS0 plug-in modules for its frames that 
will handle voice data. 
A final option to consider is Internet connectivity 

provided by means of an unlicensed, spread-
spectrum link from your studio to the transmitter 
site. As anyone who has used a link such as this 
knows, your results may vary, even day 70 day.) 
Once you've done that, set up a VolP serve such 
as Vonage (as one example). This kind of service 
comes with a small Ethernet to POTS converter; all 
you need do is to give it an IP address, connect 
it via Ethernet to your Internet connection, and 
plug in a telephone. No need to open ports on 

a router that you may have, 
because the converter box 
establishes a connection with 
your provider, using port 80, 
and keeps it open. 

Res ources 
Cellantenna 

cellantenna.com 

Telular 
www.telularcom 

Vonage 
www.vonage.com 

f 
Irwin is transmission systems 
supervisor for Clear Channel NYC 
and chief engineer of WKTU, 
New York. Contact him at douge 
dougirwin.net. 
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You Need One of These 

ACS 8.2 Plus Audio Control Switcher 

ADMS 44.22 AES/Analog Digital Matrix Swi:cher 

11•14.0 en., • 

• 

SS 4.4 Stereo Matrix Switcher 

DAS 8.4 Plus AES/EBU Digital Audio Routing Switcher 

SS 16.4 Stereo Switcher 

WWII)ki se el mis SWITCHERMOUTER 

r 

SS 2.1 III Switcher/Router 

BROADCAST 

tools 
USA Proud 

PROBLEM SOLVED 
www.brodasttoos.com 
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Mackie 
Onyx Blackbird 

By Chris Wygal, OBRE 

R
adio production facilities are interesting places. Hard-hitting, high-
quality audio production can (for the most part) be accomplished with 
red-and-true stereo in and out. Occasionally, however, multitracking is 

needed. For example, I recently recorded a university chamber choir to be used 
on a special radio program on our network. For the best recording ( in this case), 
I ended up tracking five mics. When this type of project occurs, especially when 
pristine audio is a must, FireVVire technology is my immediate go-to. The Onyx 
Blackbird from Mackie is a fantastic solution for making a PC or Mac workstation 
a 16-track (or more) recording powerhouse. 

A few facts 
The Onyx Blackbird lives in a 1RU chassis and 

interfaces via FireVVire. The Onyx name is derived 
from Mackie's high-end line of microphone preamps, 
which the Blackbird uses on all eight analog inputs. 
The first two Onyx preamps have an 80Hz roll off, 
and can be switched between mic and line. Two 
insert jacks allow for external processing of inputs 
one and two. All eight inputs have 48V phantom 
power available. Six other inputs can be used as 
mic or line. Up to four Blackbirds can be linked via 
FireVVire for a total of 32 controlled inputs. (Up to 
eight Blackbirds can be inter-connected for up to 
64 inputs.) The Blackbird will sync internally, but 

Performance at a glance 
1RU 

IEEE FireWire 
interface 

Analog and Toslink 
ADAT inputs 

Blackbird Control 
virtual matrix 

mixer GUI 

No latency during 
recording and 

monitoring 

will also accept a word clock reference via BNC 
¡acks. Optical Toslink ADAT lightpipe S/MUX Ill 
inputs and outputs are located on the rear of the 
unit with sampling rates from 44.1kHz to 96kHz. 
The power plug-in is a simple IEC cord. For analog 
monitoring, stereo main, alternate and monitor 
outputs are found on 1/4" TRS jacks. 
Each analog input has a familiar Mackie gain 

control knob with the " U" indication. When set at U 
(unity), the incoming gain structure is not affected. 
However, the mic inputs can be ramped up 60dB, 
and the line level inputs can be attenuated 15dB 
or amplified 45dB. Each input has a dual-colored 
LED that indicates good input levels by lighting as 

green. The LEDS will turn red when the inputs are 
overdriven. Inputs 1 and 2 have high-pass filters, 
and a Hi-Z switch that allows for proper impedance 
matching when plugging a guitar directly into the 
1/4" line input jacks. The direct monitor section 
allows musicians or vocal talent to monitor inputs 
1 and 2 prior to the Blackbird's digital process-
ing or routing. This allows for zero-latency, and 
can be monitored in stereo or mono. The direct 
monitor section works in tandem with the moni-
tor level. The monitor output can feed powered 
monitors or amplifiers via ' /4" jacks on the back 
of the Blackbird. 
Two sets of headphones can be used on the front 

panel, with individual level control. Audio from an 
onboard mix or custom mix from the Blackbird Control 
software can be routed to the headphones with the 
push of a button. A green LED on the front panel 
indicates whether the Blackbird is receiving accept-
able clock sync as a standalone un't or from its host. 
The back of the Blackbird is a busy yet simple 

place. There are two Firewire jacks for host control 
and connection to another Blackbird, two BNC 
word clock ¡acks for syncing and four optical 
Toslink jacks for ADAT I/O. Alternate L/R out jacks 
provide an unbalanced output for a headphone 
amp or external audio device. The balanced main 
out jacks can be used in live applications when a 
mix of the Blackbird input channels is needed. The 
monitor jacks correspond with the monitor control 
previously mentioned on the front of the Blackbird. 

Control freak 
A 1RU preamp with multiple I/O options, gain 

control and some monitoring features is cool. If 
the preamps are pristine, that's better. Having full 
software control of up to four units on an intuitive 
on-screen virtual control surface along with the 
aforementioned amenities is the berries. 
The Blackbird Control software is an easy-to-use 

matrix mixer that makes internal audio routing 
and control a breeze. Upon installation, the user 
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will probably not need to pick up the manual. A 
familiar mixing console pops up on the screen 
with 18 faders, mutes, pans, solos and several 
outputs. There are 18 inputs faders because two 
are added for monitoring the DAW or editing 
software. The fader levels are manipulated by 
clicking and dragging, or typing the decibel 
value in the fader level text box ¡ ust above the 
solo buttons. The first eight faders correspond 
to the analog mic/line inputs. Faders 9-16 are 
for the ADAT inputs. Each fader can be labeled 
accordingly by double-clicking in the source 
text block. All the input channels have detailed 
high-resolution meters alongside the faders. Each 
channel has a peak indicator that can be reset 
by clicking the clear peaks button. 
The output section of Blackbird Control is com-

prised of main mix, alt mix, phones 1, phones 2, 
ADAT 1-2, ADAT 3-4, ADAT 5-6 and ADAT 7-8. 
Selecting each output (by single-clicking on it) will 
cause the fader setup to change according to user 
settings. This is indicative of the matrixing nature of 
Blackbird Control. Any input can be routed to any 
output. Each output has a set of level faders and 
can have its own input routing structure. The ability 
to control routing inside the Blackbird has virtually 
endless capabilities. If the guy listening to 
Phones 1 needs more kick drum, that task is 
easily accomplished. If the Mic/Line 6 level 
is overdriving an audio software recording 
channel, that too is easily fixed with a simple 
"click and drag." Each mix scene can be 
saved, loaded, copied and pasted. A reset 
button will revert the unit to factory defaults 
on a tab-by-tab basis. 

In addition to the mixer tab (on the top left 
of the fader section) is the settings tab, which 
opens up a world of internal nuts and bolts 
for properly setting and interfacing Blackbird 
Control in any given scenario. Clock settings, 
sample rates, buffer size, WDM settings, 
latency adjustment and firmware updating 

Stuck without a true EAS and CAP solution? 
Get in the fast lane with Digital Alert Systems. 

are a glimpse of what can be controlled under the 
Blackbird's hood. Just like the rest of the unit, the set-
tings are intuitive and not too complex. The   
Blackbird can be up and running in minutes. 
As an added note, near zero-latency during 
monitoring and recording is an added (and 
valuable) bonus. 
The Onyx Blackbird is an effective and nifty 

way to control and route audio for DAVVs and 
PC or Mac-based audio editing software. 
Installation takes minutes, and several driver 
options work in any operating system/editing soft-
ware environment. With clean Mackie preamps 
onboard, and an intuitive layout and design, any 
engineer will find the Blackbird a valuable tool. If 
an efficient step up to non-linear multitracking I/O 
and control is needed, Mackie has more than met 
the needs of the radio production crowd. 

Mackie 
800-898-3211 

W www.mackie.com 

productinfo@mackie.com 

Vtrygal is the programmer and engineer for Victory FM 

at Liberty University Lynchburg, VA. 

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature for 
radio broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well-qualified staff at a 
radio station production facility or consulting company. 
These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manu-

facturer support is limited to provicing loan equipment and to aiding the 
author if requested. 

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any 
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered 
enclorsemert or disapproval by Radio magazine. 

O Il ITFiL ALERT SYSTEMS 
FAST LANE TO EAS/CRP COMPLIANCE 

'V* lire 

Only Digital Alert Systems gives you.... 

• Full EAS/CAP compliance at the lowest cost-per-stream available 

• Complete, integrated and fully compliant EAS/CAP units starting at just $ 1995 

• Available internal AM/FM/WX receivers 

• Customized solutions fit current and future station layouts 

• More serial, USB, and Ethernet (IP) ports for interfacing options 

• pull web-browser operation with multiple simultaneous access and tiered security. 

• Avoid collisions with sophisticcred automation interfaces to prevent commercial step-ons 

DiaitaI AlErt 
ystErns www digitalalertsystems corn 

Mir 

585-765-1155 
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Belar FMI11)- 1 
By Doug Irwin, 

CPBE AMD DRB 

D
uring the course of my career I've worked on many projects and dealt 
with lots of problems, many of which involved measuring a station's 
modulation or an injection level. 

"What does the Belar say?" seems to be the phrase I most often thought or uttered 
during those occasions. Indeed, the company with the longest history in making 
modulation monitors for broadcast has got to be Belar Electronics. Its IBOC moni-
tor is known as the FMHD-1, and it measures all the pertinent IBOC parameters, 
along with the standard analog items we're accustomed to. There's not enough 
room to address all its features, but I'll emphasize a few. 

Let's start at the front panel. As you can see, the 
device is 2RU high, and the front panel includes a 
640 x 240 pixel display and the rotary encoder 
wheel. There's also a headphone out. The rear 
panel is where all the important inputs and outputs 
are located. 
There are eight analog output connectors, each 

of which can be assigned to any of the decoded 
audio streams including the analog modulation. As-
signment of the outputs is done via the popup menu. 
There are also three AES-3 outputs (750 unbal-

anced) that can be assigned to any of the decoded 
(or demodulated) streams associated with the 
station to which the monitor is tuned. 
Continuing along the top row, there are Iwo sepa-

rate analog composite outputs, along with two digital 
composite outputs that include SCLK, FS and SDATA. 
Along the bottom row we have the RS-232 con-

nector (male, so you may need a null-modem cable 

Performance at a glance 
Frequency agile 

Off-air reception or 
high-level inputs 

Meters analog and 
IBOC parameters 

Simultaneous analog 
and digital outputs 

Spectrum analysis 

Bit error rate display 

Four user-assignable 
alarm outputs 

Ethernet or RS-232 
control 

to connect to it); a DB-15 for access to four form-C 
relays thatcan be used to signal outboard equipment 
to alarm conditions that are user programmable; the 
Ethernet connector; and two sets of RF inputs. Note 
that you can use an antenna connection ( if you use 
the monitor at a remote studio location) or you can 
use the dual high-level RF inputs if the FMHD-1 is 
installed at the transmitter site. You can combine 
the output from a separate digital transmitter with 
that from an analog transmitter right in the monitor 
device itself. You'll have to make sure the ratio of 
analog vs. IBOC is correct. 
Measurement data can be accessed from the 

front panel, or, you can put it on a remote network 

and access it via IP, as I did. If you are in front of 
it, you'll control it completely with the rotary wheel; 
in that case you can also use the rotary wheel to 
access the popup menu to change certain settings 
in the unit. These include RF input selection, the 
composite bandwidth filtering, spectrum analyzer 
settings, and finally other configuration settings 
such as the IP address of the unit, and the sources 
that feed the various audio outputs (such as the 
headphone out). 
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Most useful features 
As someone who deals with IBOC transmissions 

every day, I want to emphasize the features of the 
FMHD-1 that I feel are most useful. I installed the 
unit at the top of our building in New York, fed 
by an antenna that is 560' above the ground, 
looking right at the Empire State Building. 
You need to install WizWin on a computer so you 

can access the unit over an IP network. There is a 
small configuration associated with that. Afterward 
you have access to all the measurement data the 
unit generates. The first page view you will likely 
view is the basic one that shows the frequency, 
whether or not you are actually transmitting IBOC, 
and what streams are available. You can rapidly 
read the SIS and PSD associated with all the IBOC 
streams you are transmitting. One parameter that 
has to be checked on a regular basis is the analog 
vs. digital delay sync. 
The spectrum display is useful and interesting 

as well. As I said, the measurements were taken 
off-air, and wouldn't be good enough for proof 
measurements. However, the settings comply 
with NRSC-G201A quite well, so after a proof 
is finished, you could have a lot of confidence 
that performance is remaining constant by using 
the spectrum display from the FMHD-1. 
As an analog receiver, I found the 

demodulated base-band was incredibly 
quiet — at least an order of magnitude 
better than the off-air tuners we're 
using for an air monitor. I don't see 
specifications for the amount of quieting 
performance for this radio; my ears just 
say that it's awesome. 
As a user I only have one complaint 

with this unit — and that is the setting of 
the IP address. To do that, first download 
another small piece of software from 
Lantronix, learn how to use it, and then 
use it to figure out the IP address of the 

in Series 
Low Power FM 

fla_1:21 

:1 •• UM • • 1: 

Pilai: 
any other transmitter 

FMHD-1 as it comes from the factory. You then use 
that same software to change the IP to what you 
want. It's rather awkward. Fortunately, you'll likely 
have to do that only once. 
The analog and digital outputs are available simul-

taneously on the rear apron — configured from 
the popup menu. My only wish for an additional 
feature for the FMHD-1 would be the ability to 
stream audio outbound via IP. Using the device 
while on our network allowed me to connect it 
to an outside antenna with lots of signal — but 
unfortunately in that mode I'm not able to enjoy 
the sound of this device. By plugging a pair of 
headphones in to the front of the unit (or otherwise 
routing audio out of it) you're going to hear the vei 
finest level of detail in your transmitted signal. 

litmn is transmission systems supervisor for Clear Channel 
NYC and chief engineer of WKTU, New York. Contact 
him at dougedougirwin.net. 

Editor's note: Feb Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature 
tor radio brfflicasterS. Each report is prepared by well-quakfied staff at 
a radio station, production facility or consulting company. 
These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manu-

facturer support is limited to providing ban equipment and to aiding the 
author if recLested. 

It is tre responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any 
device tested. positive or negates. No report should be considered an 
endorsement or disapproval by Radio magazine. 

Belar 
610-687-5550 

W www.belar.corn 

E sales@belar.com 

We're Ready For CAP 
(so you can be, too) 

SAGE DIGITAL ENDEC 

Get ready to add CAP to your Emergency Alert System 
capabilities. 

Questions? 
Call us: 
914-872-4069 

• AES/EBU Digital Audio 
• LAN/Internet connectivity 
• Web browser based control and monitoring 
• More logging emailing. and remote control options 
• Free downloadable upgrade to final version of CAP 1.2 

The Digital ENDEC is a drop-in replacement for the 
classic ENDEC. but new users love it too 

The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one-box solution for 
CAP and EAS 

Sage Alerting Systems, Inc 
ar—B 800 Westchester Avenue. Suite 641N. Rye Brook, NY 10573 

' Phone 914 872 4069 infoesagealertingsystems com _ 
' www.sagealertingsystems.com 
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by Erin Shipps, senior associate editor 

l'SB 
Blue Microphones 
Yeti Pro: The first USB microphone 
combining 24-bit/192kHz digital re-
cording resolution with an analog XLR 
output, Yeti Pro offers XLR recording 
with Blue's custom condenser capsules 
set in a proprietary triple array. Yeti 
Pro maintains zero-latency headphone 
output with volume control for direct 

monitoring, adjustable microphone 
gain control and a mute button. 
Featuring a mic stand thread, Yeti 
Pro can be mounted on a stand 
or positioned at the desired angle 
with the included custom-designed 
desk stand. The microphone is PC 
and Mac compatible, and also in-
cludes an XLR stereo breakout cable 

for analog recording. 
818-879-5200; www.bluemic.com 

Ileaciphom. ¡Imp 
Glensound Electronics 
GS-HA011: The GS-HA011 has a 
transformer-balanced input, and a secure, 
recessed adjustable gain. Input is via XLR 
with a loop through for linking multiple units. 
Headphone outputs are available on 6.35 
and 3.5mm jack sockets, and they are wired 
tip and ring to allow connection of regular headphones (with audio on both 
ears) or a single ear piece. Volume is adjustable to headphones from 32-1k 
ohm impedance. A 9V PP3 battery gives over 18 hours of use, or an external 
dc power source can be used. 

+44 1622 753662; www.glensound.co.ulç sales@gIensound.co.uk 

1(1 titrcy-N‘ii 

KRK Systems 
RolcitRP10-3: Designed to de-
liver full range professional perfor-
mance in a mid-field monitor pack-
age, the ROKIT RP10-3 features 
an integrated low-frequency driver 
and cabinet design to deliver true 
bass response down to 35Hz. The 
system also offers a unique rotat-
able tweeter/midrange speaker 
mount plate that ensures accurate 
acoustic alignment for vertical and 
horizontal installation. 

954-316-1580; krksys.com; orders@krksys.com 

o 

o 
II) codecs 
Systembase 
C500ip, C600ip: The Systembase C500ip 
range of digital audio codecs del ver performance 
and reliability for professional real-time audio ap-
plications. Both models incorporate the fast apt-X 
Sub Band ADPCM compression system with a 
coding delay of only 2.8ms at a sampling rate of 
48KHz, as well as Linear PCM and G.722. The 
C510ip ISDN model also supports G.711 cod-
ing algorithm to provide compatibility with other 
codecs. Additional design features include 24-bit 
analog and AES audio interfaces. The analog 
interface is electronically balanced resulting in 
a high Common Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR) 
for a significant improvement in performance. 
The C600ip is designed specifically to deliver 
reliable audio in a professional broadcast environ-
ment. It supports both X.21 and IP connectivity 
allowing it operate in various configurations. 
Remote management is via the Web server or 
SNMP-based platforms. 

+44 1747 861123; www.sys-embase.com 
sales@systembase.com 

111.1r 1/1 PRE-WIRED STUDIOS ) ON-SITE INSTAL. . S 

' (847) 487-7575 
WWW.RAMSYSTEMSONLINE.COM 

RAM 

RAM SYSTEMS LLC (800) 779-7575 
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LEADERSHIP 
BREAKFAST 

Thursday, September 15 

onsored by: 

DICKSTEINSHAPIROLLF 

Discover radio's expanding 
landscape and growth opportunities. 

Join your colleagues for breakfast and a Radio Show session featuring top leaders from radio. 

The panel will discuss radio's financial opportunities for growth 

through operations, new technologies and acquisitions. 

RAIZI L,51-10NA/ 

ranelist, 

Lew Dickey 
Chairman and CEO 
Cumulus Media 

Funelist: 

Alfred Liggins 
Pi esident and CEO 

Radio One 

www.facebook.c om/radioshowweb 

www.twitter.com/radioshowweb 

Pculelist 

Dan Mason 
President and CEO 

CBS Radio 

Bruce Reese 
President and CEO 
Hubbard Radio 

Moderator: Opening Remarks: 

Lew Paper Marci Ryvicker 
Partner, Dickstein Director, Wells Fargo 

Shapira LIP Securities, LLC 

Produced by NAB and RAB 

September 14-16, 2011 

Chicago, Illinois 

www.RadioShowWeb.com 
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Broadcast audio processor 
Inovonics 
David w: This processor for FM and FM/HD Radio 
broadcasting features an all-digital, DSP-based design. 
Comprehensive audio processing includes gain-riding AGC, five bands of dynamics compression and equalization, stereo enhancement 
and sub-bass augmentation, plus Inovonics' PIPP limiter. Processing is integrated with a high-performance stereocoder (stereo-gen) that 
includes active and metered RDS combining. The DAVID IV can accept analog and AES-digitai inputs, and has two separate composite/ 
MPX outputs in addition to both analog and AES-digital line outputs. The line outputs can 
be configured for either FM or digital radio transmission characteristics. It may be set up 
and controlled using the front-panel graphic display and jog wheel, or connected directly 
to a network for full TCP/IP control over all parameters with a PC and supplied software. 

800-733-0552; www.inovon.com; info@inovon.com 
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Emergency management 

Riverview Software Solutions 
Disaster Resource Navigator: This 
application provides an organized method 
of keeping track of important information and 
offers quick navigation of local resources 
providing important services such as shelter, 
food, water, ice, generators and fuel. With 

the Disaster Resource Navigator, this information is just a mouse click away saving 
valuable time for the broadcast staff, listeners and viewers. The software design is 
based on an actual four-day disaster event that took place in Alabama in April 2011. 

256-486-3397; www.riverviewsoftwaresolutionsaorn 

coushcs First® 
Materials to Control Sound 
and Eliminate NoiseTM 

Absorbers, Diffusers, Barriers and Vibration Control Materials 

Toll Free 1-888-765-2900 

Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com 

Find the mic 
winner 
May issue 

Congratulations to 

Ray Uberecken 
chief engineer of the Citadel 

Broadcasting stations in 
Colorado Springs, CO. 

His name was drawn from the correct 
entries for the May issue. 

He won a USX- 100 from 
Hosa Technology. 

The mic icon was hiding in the 
earpiece of the telephone hamdset. 

WWw.hosatech.com 

No purchase necessary. For complete 
rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com. 
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A AKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

NEW4IAVE Automation 
Integrates with Arrakis 
ARE consoles 

NEW WAVE 

Windows 7 
compatible 

Perfect for Broadcast a Internet rl 

3 play... On Air Live, Automate, a Cue 
Simultaneous Recording for Production 
Voice track recording for perfect Automation 

the BEST automation 
in Radio... period ! 

Introductory Sale 

8750 
S1.000 msrp 

Powerful Music scheduling 
Supports Traffic Fr Music imports 

ROS and Streaming service interface 
Easy to learn and use S Autofills empty hours 

NEW—WAVE is a Windows PC based software olution for today's and tomorrow's professional radio applications. It is 

designed specifically for playing audio files from hard disk, internat streams. FTP stored audio files. MP 3 players, smart 

phones, text to speech, and much more. NEW . WAVE brings together all of the newest technologies to produce an exciting 

show for your radio audience. Play live broadcasts, automated broadcasts, podcasts, and stream for internet radio... all at 

the same time. Most important, NEW— WAVE is quick to learn and easy to use. Designed for both novice and professional alike, 

it has the simplicity required to get to air quickly and yet the sophisticated features for advanced users. Highly fault tolerant. 

NEW—WAVE will not allow dead air in automation. Also, if connected to an Arrakis ' Advanced Radio Console' (ARC series), the 

console and software merge to complete a powerfully integrated radio workstation. NEW— WAVE supports the Windows 7 

operating system. 

Order your systEm today, call us at 97D-461-0730 ext 31:1 

www.arrakis-systems.c 
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/IGITAL VOICE RECORDER 
WS-600S 

SLOP REC 

"MIC INPUT" 

Digital recorders 
Olympus 
WS Series: Comprised of WS-
600S, WS-700M and WS-710M 
models, the WS Series features 
multi-format recording and playback 
functions, scene select modes, an intui-
tive design with a 30-percent larger 
LCD screen and enhanced font size. 
Features include removable microSD 
storage compatibility on the WS-
700M and WS-710M. The WS-710 
also offers a new FM radio function 
allowing you the option. 

888-553-4448 
www.olympusamerica.com 

It Speaks for Itself 

"GPIO" 

"4-24DBU I/O' 

"EQ AND 

COMPANDER" 

PCI 
EXPRESS 

The A5I5211. Not another dumb card. With a 
microphone input, including a low noise pre-arrp 
and 48V phantom power supply, on-board DSP, 
increased analog I/O level of +24dBu and a new 
GPIO that adds two opto-isolated inputs and two 

Y ujti ICIQy.c 

smart card. And considering it's priced the same 
as cards without all these features, it's one smart 
choice, too. For information, call +1-302-324-5333 
or email salesasi@audioscience.com. 

"48V PHANTOM 

POWER" 

"ONBOARD DSP" 

ASI 5211 features: 

• +24dBu balanced analog and 
AES/EBU I/O 

• 24bit A/O and DIA converters 
• 16, 24, and 32bit PCM formats 
_ _ Up to , caras in one system 
• Mic input with 48V phantom power 
• Parametric Eq and Compressor/Limiter 
• 2 in, 2 out GPIO 
• Windows XP, 7 and Linux drivers 

fiefaffea1X.1.0 www.auc ioscience.com 

inixdigital accessory 
Harris 
RMXengine: An auxiliary device for PR&E RMXdigital 
on-air and production consoles, RtMengine provides 
automatically generated mix-minus signals - a process 
that eliminates voice echo for live wiles - for every 
fader on the RMXdigital console. The RMXengine 
also enables advanced dual-console operation for 
dual-anchor studio operation. The device gives more 
options to board operators andproducers by providing 
a mix-minus and IFB talkback channel on every fader 
of the RMXdigital console. This more than quadruples 
the amount of mix-minus and IFB talkback capabilities 
on a typical 28-channel RMXdigital. 

800-622-0022; www.broadcast.harris.com 
broadcasKièharris.com 

ocessors 
Drawmer 
MX Pro Series: This 1RU analog 
processor series includes the MX30 
compressor, MX40 four-channel 
gate, MX50 de-esser and MX60 
channel strip. MX30Pro removes 
unwanted noise below a pre-set 
level. Each channel consists of a 

variable threshold gate. MX40Pro noise gate features Peak 
Punch circuitry, adding unique dynamic enhancement. MX50Pro 
features split-band and full band de-essing. The fully variable 
frequency control operates from 800Hz to 8kHz. Function-
ng as a studio grade mic pre-amp, Program Adaptive gate, 
de-esser, compressor, limiter, three-band EQ and multi band 
tube saturation stage, the MX60Pro offers many user options. 

702-365-5155; www.drawmerusa.com 
sales@transaudiogroup.com 

UPGRADES anti UPDATES 

The TFT Model 3320 CAP-to-EAS Converter, 

manufactured by Alerting Solutions, received official 
notification of approval by FEMA's Integrated Public 

Alert and Warning System (IPAWS) Conformity 

Assessment Program. (fftinc.com)...iBiquity Digital is 
offering cash incentives to reward radio stations that 

use the HD Radio multicast channels in their clients' 

on-air advertising campaigns. Sales teams can 
submit their stories of campaign success using the 

multicast channels at hdradioalliance.com between 

June 15 and Aug. 15, 2011. (ibiquity.com)...RCS has 
released the latest version of Zetta. New features 

of the software include a new Layouts Manager, 
new and expanded User Rights and pPrivate and 

public layouts, which can also be locked to prevent 
editing. (rcsworks.com)...Tieline conducted tests of 
its Bridge- IT IP audio codec via IPv6 by successfully 

transmitting live bidirectional stereo audio over 
multiple international hops using IPv6 infrastructure 

during the June 8 IPv6 Day. (tieline.com) 
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• Modular Operation in Op-X allows 
for a tiered system at a fraction of 
the cost of it's competitors. 

• Each stLdiio client is capable 
of accessing all Audio Server 
modules or the network. 

• Remote voce-tracking allows for 
creation of content for remote 
studios also running Op-X. 

• The revoliutionary design of 
Op-X's cicck builde turns the 
previous task of scheduling 
satellite programming into a 
few simple clicks. 

• Share serial devices from any 
machine using the Op-X Serial 
Server. 

• Importing logs now gets its own 
module that takes confusion out 
of the process. 

• Engineers will erjoy Op-X 
because it's easy to install, 
maintain and has automatic 
backup features. 

11.1,,, III I lllll NI/N II. 3,1 

AUTOMATION 

S61166 1 Br.. Lome e SSOIS 
• 14•ex fee 24. 0114001, ',SAS,. 

A fast paced station needs a system that can 
keep up and is easy to use. Op-X gives us the 
tools we need to deliver the sound Houstonians 
have come to expect from KATE." 

-Leslie Whittle. Program Director. 
KRBE. Houston. TX 
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SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT 

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced 
to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so excited! It is 

with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at the 

new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi-

station cluster Op-Xs'  versatility allows it to operate seamlessly with 

either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy audio consoles. 

Broadcasters 
General Store 
352-622-7700 
www. b g s. cc 



nott ltd 3801 I.a I'lata Ilwy 
Farmington, NNI 87401 

Phone 505-321-5646 
F25 505-325-1142 riik, 

Folded Unipole 

Antennas 

Detuning 

Systems 

Gilastat 

Lighnimg 

Dissipation 

Systems 

Nello Towers 

Radiait! Rohn 

Towers 

www.nottltd.corn 

info@nottltd.conz 

NEW PRODUCTS 

IP audio coffees 
WorldCast Systems 

APT WorldCast Horizon NextGen: The WorldCast Horizon NextGen will be the 
first IP audio codec to feature the companyís SmartIP package of advanced IP techniques 
that include SureStream technology. Utilizing packet re-sequencing methods, SureStream 
enables broadcasters to obtain the audio quality and link reliability traditionally associated 
with T I and E 1 links utilizing only inexpensive public Internet connections such as ADSL, 
wireless 3G and 4G, [AN, WAN and Wi-fi. Any combination of these can be used in 
a dual-streaming configuration to provide additional levels of redundancy. 

305-249-3110; www.aptcodecs.com; ussales@worldcastsystems.com 

Focusrite Audio Engineering 
VRM Box: A headphone monitoring system featuring patent-pending VRM (Virtual 
Reference Monitoring) technology, VRM Box is a high-quality 24-bit/48kHz USB audio 
playback interface. Powered through a computer's USB port, it also features a digital 
(S/PDIF) input, which supports sample rates up to 1 92kHz. The accompanying software 
lets you choose your mixing environment and the virtual speakers you wish to monitor on, 
then processes the audio before feeding it in real time to the hardware. 

516-249-1399; www.focusrite.com; soles Ç:tiocusrite.com 

SkimmerPlus 
Skimming, Logging and 

Air Checks with ease. 

SkimmerPlus Features 

• Creates high-quality and highly 
compressed files simultaneously 
• Supports multiple professional audio 
formats, such as PCM MP2, and N1P3 
• Supports recording from triggers 
• Automatically manage hard drive space 
• Up to 24 record decks available 
• Individually customizable title bars 
and record features for each deck 
• Create and save event logs for fully 
customizable unattended recording 
• Control over record break points for 
long-term recording 
• Central skimming for multiple-station 
clusters 

Web Server Features 

• Access mic checks from the 
Internet with Web Interface 

• Emailing of ftp links or audio 
files from Web Interface 
• Supports user account creation 
• Easily browse recordings 
with an intuitive web design _ 
• Listening to last week's records e"---" 

is just a calendar's click away 

Decks Events 

www.bsiusa.com 

For More Information Call 1-888-BSI-USA- 1 - Email: sales@bsiusa.com 
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Lumination 
Tetra MAX: Working closely with sign builders, 
installers and owners, GE created the Tetra MAX 
LED lighting system. This channel letter product is 
designed for easy installation and operation. The robust, overmolaed design keeps 
moisture out and protects components from failure, while delivering brilliant, uniform 
light for up to 50,000 hours. Reduced maintenance, combined with energy savings 
up to 81 percent over neon, substantially lowers ongoing operating costs. The white 
Tetra MAX LED systems offer improved brightness as well as a wider viewing angle. 

888-MY-GE-LED; www.led.com; info@led.com 

ERI-Electronics Research 
785/786 Series: Primarily used to protect against the generation of undesirable 
intermodulation products at congested FM transmitter sites, the 785/786 Series 
comes in a wide range of configurations. The filters are constructed with cylindrical 
cavities that offer better mechanical and electrical stability than square or rectangular 
configurations. The filters are temperature compensated to allow operation at full 
power regardless of the ambient or filter cavity temperature. 

812-925-6000; www.ERlinc.com; soles@ERlinc.com 

broadcast gear from le you trust 

Lo est Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING For Broadcast 

BSWUSA.COM 800-426-8434 

Largest Inventory. 
Same Day Shipping. 

That's BSW! 

Wireluss systems 
Audio-Technica 
2000 Series: The second-generation 2000 Series is a 10-channel frequency-agile 
UHF wireless system. New features include Iwo available frequency bands and switch-
able antenna power. The series also features automatic frequency scanning and any 
of the channels may be used together without any frequency coordination problems 
or group selection issues. The 2000 Series also incorporates Audio-Technica's digital 
Tone Lock squelch plus an easy-to-read LCD display. 

330-686-2600; www.audio-technica.com; sales@atus.:om 

t ultiband compressor 
Waves Audio 
C6: To create the C6, Waves took all 
the functions of the C4, and then added 
two additional floating bands plus a 
sidechain feature, for one-stop vocal 
and instrument shaping. The C6 lets us-
ers zero in on problem frequencies. The 
C6 is for vocal and instrument shaping, 
offering de-essing, de-popping, feedback 
management and more. For live sound, the C6 provides total control over dynamics 
and EQ. For auto-ducking of music and ambience under speech in a post production 
setting, the C6 sidechain lets users carve out just the vocal frequency range, instead 
of attenuating the entire signal. 

865-909-9200; www.waves.com; info@waves.com 

The Time to Buy YOUR 
EAS Gear is Now! 
Since time is getting short to upgrade your 
EAS gear, make it easy on yourself with the 
ultimate no-brainer: the Sage Digital ENDEC! 

• Our most popular encoder/decoder 

• 6 audio inputs, 6 serial ports, 5 GPIO inputs 

• Plug-in compatibility to support seamless 
upgrades ensures full EAS compliance, 
now and into the future 

DIGITALENDEC List 52,695.00 SAGE 

Call BSW Today! 

THE BSW 
REMOTE 
EAR SALE! 

Takes Flight August 1st! 
Watch Your Mailboxes... 

ProBoom 
Double Header! 
A customer favorite for many years. 
Buy two and save like never before! 

2 Booms for $ 1 79! 
PROBOOM-B2PK List 5218.00 

"The BSW-difference is that they know the 
equipment they sell. If I'm not sure about a 

product or its specs, they will either 
have an answer for me right-

away, or be happy 
to research it quickly and 

get back to me." 

Michael V. McCabe 
Engineering Manager 

Univision Radio 
El Paso, TX 
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GAI I 

CAL 

I SI-E SERVICES 

REPAIR 

SAMPLE, FEED 8 CorireDi. LINE Le:AI-fat REPLAcEmEmr 8 

OtI Monf! ,N, PRFP:. RA TICN ifrer 

TECHNICAL AND CONSTRUCTION NEEDS OF AM BROADCASTERS FOR OVER 25 YEARS 

Scan QR vCard with 
smart phone to 

save our contact info 

>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Sample Toroid Retrofit Solutions 
and 

Sample Line Replacement 
For 

Metnod-of-Moments DA Proofing 

Contact us today for a 
no obligation quote on any of our 

services. 

rui rey afiLi 

Services 

Compressed Schedule Work 

Reliable, On-time Installation • Firm Quotes • Quality Workmanship 

HULTI,STATICA 
reeTROL 

ndc 

DM 
Ins rterlog 

• Control up io additional stations for a total of • 
* Compatible with both the origina! SE1822 & 
the new Digital 3644 when used in the 
analog audio node 
• Both rack mount (MSRA-RM) and table top 
(MSRA) units available 
• Master & individual station recessed front 
panel EAS audio gain controls 
• Individual left and right channel LED EAS 

activity indicators for each additional station 
• Test button for easy audio gain setup 
• Screw type pkiggable Eurostyle connectors 

for positive and secure connections 
• Fail Safe contacts in case of a power failure 

and the best part is the pncel 
AISRAell only $549.00 
NM only 489.00 

For details on tnese and other innovative 
products for the broadcaster, call or visit 

us on the web at: 

www.dmengineering.com 
2174 Char dler St. Camarillo, CA 93010 

805-987-7881 800-249-0487 

www bro]dcastconnection com 

719-650-6330 
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• Disaster Resource Software 

for the Broadcast Industry 

Radio and TV broadcasters can provide a critical 

role in furthering the safety of life and property 

during disaster situations; including tornadoes, 

hurricanes, ice and snow storms, floods. 

widespread power failures, etc; by quickly 

informing the public about the post-disaster 

services that are available. 

This software application provides an organized 

method of keeping track of important information 

and offers quick navigation of local resources 

providing important services such as shelter, food, 

water, ice, generators and fuel. With the Disaster 

Resource Navigator, this information is Just a 
mouse click away saving valuable time for the 

broadcast staff, listeners and viewers. 

BE PREPARED FOR THE NEXT DISASTER 

Riverview Software Solutions, LLC 

256-486-3397 

www RiverviewSoftwareSolutions.com 
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GALLERY 

non Redlich M.,rg. Co. 

Is CAP-able 

• 

The CAP-DEC1, Gcrman-Redlich is a stand-

alone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your 

existing emergency alerting equipment. This 

cost-effective device allows broadcasters to 

easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) 

compliance requirements mandated by the FCC 

without requiring the purchase of an additional 

encoder/decoder system or other costly 

GORMAWREDLICH MFG CO 

CAP-DEC 1 
CAP-to-EAS Converter Unit 

— Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made 
by any manufacturer 

- Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory 

Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality 

- FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall far security 

- Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server 

equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant 

and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust 

the experts with over 35+ years experience in 

the emergency alerting industry to help you 

meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website 
or contact us today for more information about 

the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to 

support equipment we made 35 years ago. 

— Five (5) USB ports for peripherals 

PRICE 

$1350 

— gearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio messages 

— Automatic clock synchronization via NTP servers 

— Software can be updated via LAN or USB 

— Print alert reports to USB or network printer 

— Polling 3 URL's currently with room for future expansion 

4WD 

Gorman-Redlich Mfg. Co. 

www.gorman-redlich.com 

257 W. Union Street. Athens, OH 45701 

Phone: 740-593-3150 

MOORETRONIX 
BROADCAST & INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 

Our 11th Year 
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you for 

your confidence and equipment purchases. 

We Re-Condition 
Pacific Recorders BMX I-11-111, AMX, ABX and RMX, 

Stereo-Mixer and Mixer News-Mixer products. 

We Have 
Replacement Wind Screens and Blast Filters 

for the SM-5B microphone. 

We Repair & Re-Crystal 
STL Transmitters, STL Receivers, 

and RPU equipment. 

See the "News-Update" page at our wetsite. 

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812 
VVVVVV.MOORETRONIX.COM 
E-Mail t..s at: rrmoorejr@aol.com 

CircuitVVerkEs 111kb Powe-r! 

E1D 

SiteSentry2 - 5329 Transmitter Controli, 
With 2 analog meter inputs, 2 status inputs, an audio sensor & 
onboard temperature sensor, you can monitor your site from any Web 
browser, anywhere! Six relays ( 2 DPDT & 4 SPST) give ample control 
for many stations. Automatically detects meter low & meter overload 
conditions for metering inputs, audio montor and temperature sensor. 

- 
- " 

SiC0A—E1 - VVEb Er Dial-up Remote Control 
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Web 
server, via telephone, auto-answering cell phone or our free software. 
Setup is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes 
scripting, e-mail alerts, multi-site management, virtual metering & more! 

s i'"" • 

Hl 

Silenc€ Sentinal - Audio Monitor w, 
Silence Sentinal ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor 
your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected, it can 

perform user-programmed, automated, sequences of relay actions & can 
also respond to user control via the network or via external status inputs 

GEt info on thEse & othEr great rEmotE 
control products at wvvvv.circuitwErkEs.corn 
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GALLERY 

Leading the 
HD Radio 
Revolution! 

FM Antennas 

Combiners 
Filters 

HD Radio 

Shively Labs 
www.shively.com 
sales@shively.com 

888-SHIVELY Fax (207)647-8273 

nyestigator 

.5 CreatdDisplay 

AV I RIContours 
rfSoftware, Inc. 
.1.001 telinetrint , 11e1 

!OlOCensus t2 Availabla NON 
Our all in one program saves 

time and money 
with software that gives 
you the tools you need to 

work smarter not harder. 

Call351.361.1100 for Details! 
[Visit rfS0h3r9.COM Today 

BROADCAST 
MAGNETICS 
• New, Rebuilt, Retrofit 
• Plate, Filament 

• Transformers 

• DC, AC Chokes 

• 1Ph, 3Ph, Toroidal 

Magnetic Specialties, Inc. 

192 Keystone Drive 
Telford, PA 18969 

Phone: 267-384-5231 
Fax: 267-384-5236 

Email: infogmagspecinc.com 

www.magspecinc.com 
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GALLERY 

LJ 
flb 

Ideal for studios that require nomestricted eve contact. 

Great for Radio Studios that are on camera. 

411°0 1% 

FCC Certified 
FM Stereo Transmitters 

GET ON-THE-Alit STAY 0!1-THE-AI! 

V soW RF output continuous duty! 
V Auto protect, auto soft fail. outo restore! 
V Automatic battery backup! 
V Digital display of all parameters! 
V Simple to install! 

What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50 
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all 

parameters, with automatic power reduction and iesto-e 

on VSWR and temperature errors! Nc more down time 

AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is 

FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8. 74 (PF3PX50) and 

Industry Canada approved ( IC: 4318A-PX50) so you 
never have to worry about nor compliance! MaKtii your 

li`e easy with the PX50 from Ramsey! 

W
THE ORIGINAL. "STATION-IN-11-BOX-

ISince the introdixtion of our 
Station-In-A-Box' hundreds have 

been put In service worldwide 

From temporary local ons, rapid deploy-

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities, 

there is no quicker way to get on the air! 

CJstom designs include full aJclio production and cu..-

trol, record and playback of CD's, CD-R's, MP3's, MD's, 

and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with LMR 

cable make installation a breeze When you simply 

have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and 

original "Station-In-A-Boo" from Ramsey! 

reeky 
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS. LLC 
590 Fishers 1446on rÍ,, Victor, 614' 145à4 
800 446 2; 4., • 505-924-4560 

www.ramseybroadcast.com 

3.5+1.75KW FiD 2007 
4 KW 2007 
14+5 KW HD 2005 
20 KW 2005 
25 KW 2005 
30 KW 1996 
35 KW 1998 

10 KW 1988 
10 kW 2005 
60 KW 2000 

Jranscom 
uorporatton 

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters 
Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers 

USED FM TRANSMITTERS 
BE FMi301, solid state 
BE FM4C, solid state 
BE Fmi1405 (XPil0 & Idi10) FM & HD, solid state 
BE FM20S, solid state 
Harris HT25CD 
0E1 FM 30,000B 
Continental 816R-5C, solid-state IPA 

USED AM TRANSMITTERS 
Nautel Ampfet ND10 
Harris DX10 
Nautel XL60 

Please see our current listings on our website 

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS 
Visit our website for the latest sales 

Special Discount Pricing On: 
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW) 
TV SIL 

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT 
Used Bird Wattmeter with Elements 
Orban Optimods 8200, 8100XT, 8100A 
BE FC30, SCA Generator 

EXCITERS 
(2008) BE FM100C exciter, 
new, never used! 

Used BE Fxi-250 FM & HD Exciter 
with Exgine card 
Used BE XPi 10, HD Generator 

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or 

CALL US FOR A QUOTE! 

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 

800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361 

Broadcast Engineering 
Propagation Software 

Longley-Rise n Hawaii Using Terrain-30 .. 

Professional software packages for FCC 

applications and predicting coverage. 

.• Create stunning "real-world" coverage 

maps and interference studies using 

Longley-Rice, TIREM, ITU-R P.1546-1, 

PTP. FCC and others with Probe 4 " 4 

..eSearch FM channels under spacings and 

contour protection using FMCommander'm 

-.Prepare AM skywave and groundwave 

allocations studies and map FCC contour 

coverage using AM-Pro 2Tm 

Plot SIL paths and coverage over 3D 

terrain with Terrain-3DTm 

745. Oft 
0,1,1. Mt Nil, 

n„ engineenng consulting 
The leader In broadcast 

software 

www v-soft com 800 743-3684 

Transmitting & Audio Tubes 

Semiconductors 
Taylor 

Eimac 

Amperex 

MA/Corn 

Immediate 

Shipment 

front Stock 

Motorola 

Toshiba 

Thompson 

Mitsubishi 

• Se Habla Español • We Export 

760-744-0700 800-737-2787 
Fax: 760-744-1943 

vvww.dparts.com 
E-mail: 

rfp@rfparts.com AF 
ion; 
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www.AcousticsFirstcom 
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ONLINE RESOURCES FOR RADIO PROFESSIONALS 

Find everything Radio 

magazine has available by 
product category or by 
section — online. 
Developed by the editors of Rado 

magazine, our one- stop categores give 

you quick access to all the great infor-

mation you expect from Radio 

magazine Each one-stop offers dield 

Reports, technology reviews, features. 

applications and more. 

Radio magazine one-
stops include sections on: 
• Mics 
• IP Audio 
• HD Radio 
• Consoles & Mixers 
• Automation 
• Streaming 
• Codecs 

and more' 
Exclusive sponsorships of Radio magazine 
one- stops are available contact your Radio 
magazine market manager today. 

Get your own copy! 
Each month. the 
Radio Technology Leader 
brings you the latest 
must- read information 
about radio broadcasting: 

*FCC Update 
*Managing Technology 
*Trends in Technology 
*Facility Showcases 
*Field Reports 
*New Products 
*RE Engineering 

Ra 
R.010 

• 

To start your own FREE subscription, go 
to  www.myrar ,  corn  

and complete the online form TODAY! 
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Contributor 
Pro-file 
Meet the professionals 

who write for 
Radio magazine. 

This month: Sign Off, page 50 

Erin Shipps 
Senior Associate Editor 

Radio magazine 
Overland Park, KS 

As a college student, Shipps 
developed an interest in radio when a 
friend of hers suggested she work for a 
local radio station (KHCA in Manhattan, 
KS). She was one of two disc jockeys 

for two years in the early 2000s. 
She began as associate editor of 
Radio magazine in July 2007. 

She completed her bachelor's degree 
in Journalism, emphasis in magazines, 
in 2005 and was previously associate 

editor for a string of antique farm 
equipment magaz:nes and copy editor 
for a classic motorcycle magazine in 

TopeKa, KS. 
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SIGN OFF www.RadioMagOnline.com 

by Erin Shipps, senior associate editor 

Sample and Hold 

Advertising Q2 2011 

BlA/Kelsei toiecosts ioca 
search OCvertiSing revenues wil 
increase fro-n $5. • billion ir 
2010 to $ 8.2 billion by 2015 
represent ng a compound an-
nual growth rate ICAGR) 
10 percent. Driving this growth 
in ad revenues is a continuing 
increase in local search activity. 
By 2015, the fun expects 3C 
percent of search volume w, 
be local in nature. 

Second-quarter spending increases by advertisers are leading to strong gains in a number of leading 
advertiuing categories, including automotive (domestic), finance, retail and telecom. 
The National Spot Radio Market is pacing up 1.4 percent in 2011's second quarter compared to 

the same period last year as five of the six market group segments are showing increases. In addi-
tion, early third-quarter pacing numbers are up more than 7 percent compared to the same period 
in 2010. That comes after a 4 percent decline in national ad spending in this year's first quarter. 
Katz Media Group remains very optimistic about radio's outlook and long-term growth. Radio's 

incredibly strong daily reach, 
time spent with the medium, 
and overall ability to be 
America's companion offers 
advertisers the unique op-
portunity to reach engaged 
consumers. What's more, 
the radio industry has moved 
aggressively to expand into 
online, on-demand, mobile 
and digital broadcasts, 
offering broadcasting and 
online clients a greater abil-
ity to capture a larger share 
of advertising dollars in the 
digital space. Below are the 
largest individual advertisers 
within each core category for 
the second quarter. 

Retail 

Automotive 

Finance 

Telecom ml 
Utilities 

Consumer 
Products 

Professional 
Services 

Entertainment 

Home Depot, Walmart, Supervalu, Safeway, Kohl's, Staples, 
Jos. A. Bank 

O'Reilly Auto Parts, Dodge, Jeep, Shell Oil, Chrysler, Chevron 

Geico, Allstate, PNC Bank, JP Morgan Chase, American Family 
Insurance, Bank of America, Navy Federal Credit Union 

Verizon, Comcast, US Cellular, AT&T, Tracfone Wireless, Frontier 
Communications, Cricket Communication, nest 

Scotts, Boars Head, Central Garden & Pet Company, Carrier 
Bryant Heating & AC, Kellogg's 

Kaiser Permanente, Portfolio Media Mgmt, LCA Vision, Horizon 
BCBS NJ, Dial Global 

NBC, Fox, Sony Pictures, Spike TV, Half Price Books, USA 
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MARC-15-15 
on sale S6,499 

15 channel modular console 
supports two phone hybrids 
LISB sound card modules 
control room Fr studio 

ARC-10 
three models 

ARC-10Lk $1,599 unbalanced 
ARC-10LIP $1,999 unbal w 1JSB 
ARC-10BP $2,495 balanced w LISB 

2 mic inputs, 

PCUSO and Phone inputs. 

both balanced E unbalanced 
models. 

A AKIS SYSTEMS INC. 

'ACCENT' 
studio furniture 

XTREME 
automation 

only SIOO 
par month 

ARC-8 
only S799 

2 mic, 4 stereo line 
PC LISB • and Phone input 

bith balanced S unbalanced 10 

_iye On Air, 

lard ¡disk S Satellite . 
IE stereo input swiitcher 
mith logic 

ARC-15 
only S3,495 

l-5 mic inputs, 

FE MO and Phone inputs 
hm h ialanced S unbalanced III 

- 

all ARC consoles 

(except ARC-IOU) feature built in 

PC USB sound cards and come with 

Xtreme - Studios live on air software 

'Pre-End of the World Sale' 
the Mayan calendar predicts the end of 
the world in 2012... so Accent Furniture 
is 25% off until Dec 31st, 2 011 

ACCENT is a contemporary blend of brushed metals, pleasing colors, and interesting textures The metal struc-

ture is artfully integrated into the visible design decor of the cabinetry. Cabinetry and electronic equipment 

complement each other to create a bold visual environment for talent, guests, and clients alike. 



The Secret To Great, Clean On-Air Sound Is Using 
Less Processing. The Trick Is Knowing How To Do It... 

MEET THE RADIO CLEAN MACHINE 
AIRAURA IS THE BEST ON-AIR PROCESSOR YOU CAN BUY 

‘VC//7-575- A I R A UR A D/GliAL S PECTRAL P ROCESS O R 

• eletell11111111111ellelitler 

ea ago ma WO .111 4.4 
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Programmers and engineers everywhere are telling us that CLEAN is 
just as important as LOUD. That their on-air signal needs to be able to 
handle multiple formats with the cleanest possible sound - without 
sacrificing loudness. It's been Vorsis' mission from day one :o put CLEAN 
both before and after LOUD to give you the BEST possible signal. And 
we do it by giving you less. 

How do we do it? We've developed several technologies that are 
radical departures from conventional on-air processing. Trie big surprise 
is that all of them hit your program material with less processing rather 
than more. 

Using one-step Smart Control AGC 
processing rather than two, we eliminate 
the need for using a broadband AGC and 
can skip an entire processing step. This 
results in significantly less processing 
and distortion. 

Feed-Forward signal control instead of 
feedback eliminates processing errors by 
adjusting the signal before it enters a pro-
cessing step, not correcting it afterwards. 
When the smart control of the AirAura AGC 
and clipper are combined with the real time 
information provided by feed-forward technology, 
true anticipatory processing results. 

Finally, AirAura uses our Chronometric Restoration TM template to 
restore detail to your audio. By controlling signal timing during rrultiband 
processing we are able to retrieve far more existing sound detail than 
traditional processing. 

Add up the differences and you can see that AirAura is a very different 
broadcast audio processor, built with a unique philosophy tc process 
lless and process smarter. But don't take our word for it. We've got tons 
of testimonials available. Call or email us at the contact info oelow to 
arrange to hear the cleaner sound of the AirAura with your own ears. 

Comparison Between Conventional & 
Vorsis SST Multibancl Systems 

Conventional Muitiband System 
Four step process 

B d Multiband roaoand 
AGC 

AGC 
Comp,ssur 

Vorsis SST Multiband System with Feed Forward 
Three step puacest. 

CLEAN i ethe e rhersitl%lereanncUep ncrew u rtoo Wn oArirkZlouYrOdU(!)trSi:_tiusidio.eYrt ipWon't 

YOUR ON-AIR SOUND IN THE RATINGS Download a FREE whitepaper or watch video about the AirAura at RadioCleareachine.com 

To set up a demo call Mike Erickson at 251-638-7000 X127 or email us at CleanNI3c1rineewheatstone.com 

Je 
Air/ALMA 

phone 125ZiliiiMMIffleatstaillim THE RADIO CLEAN MACHINE 




